Date: 2019-06-05
Flight Campaign ID: 2019_P2C1
Airport, FBO ID, City: McKellar-Sipes Regional Airport, KMKL, Jackson, Tennessee

Domain: 00
Sites Flown: ((Transit))
Days left in Domain: 0

Report Author: Cameron Chapman
Flight Crew: Cameron Chapman
Ground/GPS: Mitch Haynes
Pilots: Chad Evans, Justin Eddington

Flight Hours: KHEF-KROA(1.34) KROA-KRYY(2.34) KRYY-KMKL (2.00)
Hours until maintenance: 16.10

Additional Personnel:
GPS Instruments: n/a

Summary
We began the transit to D17 today. A line of strong thunderstorms forced us to deviate the route and head south to avoid severe weather. We plan to continue the transit tomorrow, however there is another wave of severe weather that could impact the transit.

Concerns
None

Comments
- Payload 2 is scheduled to arrive in Grand Junction, Colorado tomorrow for aircraft maintenance pending weather delays.
- Mitch retrieved the remaining D02 mobile GPS units from the field today.
- Abe departed D02 and will be conducting D14 FBO reconnaissance prior to arriving in D17.
- The payload is shut down and continues to warm.

Flight Screenshots:
None
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